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Focusing on core micro Organizational Behavior issues, chapters cover key themes such as individual and group behaviour. The Sage Handbook of Organizational Behavior Volumes I provides students and scholars with an insightful and wide reaching survey of the current state of the field and is an indespensible road map to the subject area. The Sage Handbook of Organizational Behavior Volume II will publish in November 2008. Edited by Stewart R Clegg and Cary L Cooper this Handbook draws together contributions from leading macro Organizational Behavior scholars. Discover the world's research. There was a problem loading your book clubs. - - G. E. Kaupins Published On: 2009-03-02. About the Author. - - Dr. Barling served as co-editor (with Kevin Kelloway) of the Sage Publication series, Advanced Topics in Organizational Behavior, is consulting editor of the Journal of Organizational Behavior, and on the editorial boards of the Journal of Occupational Health Psychology, Stress Medicine and the Canadian Journal of Administrative Sciences. Organizational Behavior Volume I Micro Approaches. Edited by Julian Barling and Cary L. Cooper Los Angeles â€¢ London â€¢ New Delhi â€¢ Singapore. Introduction © Julian Barling and Cary L. Cooper 2008 © SAGE Publications 2008 First published 2008 Apart from any fair dealing for the purposes of research or private study, or criticism or review, as permitted under the Copyright, Designs and Patents Act, 1988, this publication may be reproduced, stored or transmitted in any form, or by any means, only with the prior permission. - - She has co-authored another book chapter in the area of retirement, and has additional research in progress in the areas of work-family conflict, occupational stress, and social support. Book Title: Organizational Behavior. Author: [Author removed at request of original publisher]. Download this book. - - Book Description: Organizational Behavior bridges the gap between theory and practice with a distinct experiential approach. License: Creative Commons Attribution NonCommercial ShareAlike. Read Book. Contents. Show All Contents.